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We are looking for REAL HEROES - Show us what you're made of!  
 

The RODOPI Group, headquartered in Düsseldorf, is an established, international service partner for projects in the fields of 

corrosion protection and surface treatment of ships, yachts, wind turbines and steel structures.  

RODOPI Blades concentrates on the assessment, maintenance, repair and overhaul of rotor blades on wind turbines. For the 

RODOPI Group, people with their skills, experience and motivation are decisive. Therefore the focus is on the fair 

employment of trained specialists and a very trusting contact with customers and employees.  

Due to continuous business expansion, we are looking for the following new position for our customers in the shipyard and 

offshore sector in Northern Germany as of the next possible start date: 

Quality Inspector FROSIO // FROSIO Coating Inspector (m/f/d) 

Your duties: 

 Preparation and review of documentation 

 Quality control of the orders in the dock & hall 

 Examination of the orders according to specification/requirements and notification to employer in case of deviation 

 Review of orders for a successful inspection (access & availability, light, etc.) 

 Uniform logging of orders in accordance with DIN EN ISO 12944 to guarantee warranty claims 

 Carrying out inspections in the defined area of responsibility 

Your qualifications: 

 Certified Frosio-Inspector according to NS 476 or equivalent qualification 

 Experience in quality management 

 On- and Offshore expediting-/ construction site experience in the field of coating of steel structures 

 Occupational safety on construction sites 

 Independent work, strong communication skills and a high level of customer orientation 

 Willingness to travel 

 Good command of spoken and written English 

Your benefits at RODOPI: 

 You benefit from an attractive, above-average remuneration package 

 Regulated working hours and rest periods 

 You can expect an international, dynamic, open-minded and very friendly company with further growth potential 

 You will receive support in your personal and professional development, e.g. trainings and courses at our partners & 

at the RODOPI Academy 

 RODOPI as a strong partner at your side 

The company is based in the surroundings of Bremerhaven, Wismar, Rostock and Stralsund. 

Do you find yourself again? Then don't hesitate to apply to us! Please send your application by e-mail to Lisa Masannek 

(career@rodopi.de), stating your desired salary and period of notice. Ms Lisa Masannek will be happy to answer any 

questions you may have by telephone at the following number: +49 (0)211 / 90 99 72 50. Further information at 

www.rodopi.de. 
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